Walter Miles, a Leicester based, family run Mechanical and Electrical Company, has a long standing relationship with Compressed Air Solutions and our staff. Both companies share many of the same business ethics including the personal attention given to our customer’s, a desire to exceed our customers’ expectations and both local and national based clients.

Together, Compressed Air Solutions and Walter Miles have completed compressed air systems in almost all business sectors, including: pharmaceutical, warehousing and manufacturing. The work has consisted of the design, supply and installation of many different compressed air products and services.
One example of a recent installation was at a new manufacturing facility in London, where the design, flexibility of the system and the timing of the installation were all critical to the project. Walter Miles’ client, Chep Equipment Pooling Systems, had chosen the Transair product to distribute the compressed air. This was a system that Compressed Air Solutions were very familiar with. By modifying the design the client quickly realized how flexible the Transair system was and an installation design was quickly agreed. 

The project was completed on-time and within budget, leaving Chep Equipment Pooling Systems with a state-of-the-art compressed air system that could be maintained and modified by their own personal if required.